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Nucleation

Temperature Solver

Multicomponent Diffusion Solver

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

Nucleation Model
Phase transformation cannot start

without prior nucleation!
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Basic Concept of Nucleation Model in Micress®

Nucleation occurs if the

local undercooling exceeds a

given critical undercooling.

Temperature Solver

Multicomponent Diffusion Solver

Nucleation Model

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

?∆Tlocal > ∆Tcritical

The critical undercooling can be

defined by the user

for

different seed types

with individual nucleation conditions.
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How to simulate nucleation with Micress®

# Data for further nucleation
# ===========================
# Enable further nucleation?
# Options:     nucleation       no_nucleation
nucleation
# Additional output for nucleation?
# Options:     out_nucleation no_out_nucleation
no_out_nucleation
#
# Data for further nucleation
# ---------------------------
# Number of types of seeds?
3

Activate nucleation!

Specify how many seed types

you want to model!

(disable extra output after nucleation event)
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Seed Type Settings: Position and Phases

# Input for seed type 1:
# -----------------------------
# Type of 'position' of the seeds?
# Options:   bulk   region   interface   triple   quadruple   
#restrictive]
interface
# Phase of new grains? [unresolved|add_to_grain]
2
# Reference phase?
0
# Substrate phase [2nd phase in interface]?
(set to 0 to disable the effect of substrate curvature)
1

Position

Phase of new grain

Reference phase

Substrate phase
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Example for nucleation on phase-interface

1. Example:

Nucleation on a 

dendritic interface.

New grains are of 

phase 2.

Undercooling is 

referenced to liquid (0).

Phase 1 is substrate. 

# Input for seed type 1:
# -----------------------------
# Type of 'position' of the seeds?
# Options:   bulk   region   interface   triple   quadruple   
#restrictive]
interface
# Phase of new grains? [unresolved|add_to_grain]
2
# Reference phase?
0
# Substrate phase [2nd phase in interface]?
(set to 0 to disable the effect of substrate curvature)
1
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Example for nucleation on grain boundary

# Input for seed type 1:
# -----------------------------
# Type of 'position' of the seeds?
# Options:   bulk   region   interface   triple   quadruple   
#restrictive]
interface
# Phase of new grains? [unresolved|add_to_grain]
2
# Reference phase?
1
# Substrate phase [2nd phase in interface]?
(set to 1 to disable the effect of substrate curvature)
1

2. Example:

Nucleation on grain boundary.

New grains are of phase 2.

Reference phase and substrate phase are 

identical (phase 1).
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Other types of nuclei position

“bulk”                                       “interfaces”                                       “triple” 

# Type of 'position' of the seeds?
# Options:   bulk   region   interface   triple   quadruple   [restrictive]
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Other options for nuclei positioning

“bulk”                                       “interfaces”                                       “triple” 

# Type of 'position' of the seeds?
# Options:   bulk   region   interface   triple   quadruple   [restrictive]

“region”
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Other options for nuclei positioning

“bulk”                                       “interfaces”                                       “triple” 

“region”

includes includes

(use option “restrictive” to exclude) 
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Number and Size

#
# maximum number of new nuclei 1?
1000
# Grain radius [micrometers]?
0.0
# Choice of growth mode:
# Options:   stabilisation analytical_curvature
stabilisation
#

Initial nuclei are commonly very small and have to be treated in a special growth mode as long as

they cannot be numerically resolved.

“stabilisation” means that the initial curvature is neglected

“analytical_curvature” is calculated from the fraction under assumption of  spherical geometry.

In case of concentration coupling, it is recommended to start from zero size. 

Initial size

Growth mode for unresolved grains

Max. number
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Critical Undercooling for Nucleation

#
# min. undercooling [K] (>0)?
10
#

critical undercooling

Micress generates a new nucleus if the given critical undercooling is exceeded.

The nucleus will disappear, if the undercooling is insufficient for growth. 
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Further settings for each seed type 

# Shield effect:
# Shield time [s] ?
0.5
# Shield distance [micrometers] /[Nucleation distance]?
1.00
# Nucleation range
# min. nucleation temperature for seed type 1
0.
# max. nucleation temperature for seed type 1
2000.
# Time between checks for nucleation? [s]
0.01

spatial distance

temperature range

frequency of checks
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Random noise

# Shall random noise be applied?
# Options:     nucleation_noise no_nucleation_noise
nucleation_noise
# Factor for random noise?
0.01

Random noise can be useful to avoid

artificial pattern formation during bulk nucleation

with almost homogeneous undercooling.

random noise
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Alternative Model for Heterogeneous Nucleation in Bulk 

# Input for seed type 3:
# -----------------------------
# Type of 'position' of the seeds?
# Options:   bulk   region   interface   triple   quadruple   
#restrictive]
bulk
# Phase of new grains? [unresolved|add_to_grain]
2
# Reference phase?
1
# Which nucleation model shall be used?
# Options:    seed_undercooling seed_density
seed_density alternative nucleation model

Assumption: Randomly distributed nucleants (e.g. grain refiners, impurities , defects, …)

provide preferred places for heterogeneous nucleation.
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Temperature Solver

Multicomponent Diffusion Solver

Nucleation Model

Multi-Phase-Field Solver

?∆Tlocal > ∆Tcritical

Seed Density Model for Heterogeneous Nucleation

Distribution Function Nucleant Positioning

nucleants with

different radii

nuclei

radius
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Interplay between Nucleation and Early Phase Transformation

time

effective nucleants
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The number of nucleated grains depends

on maximal undercooling.

The maximal undercooling is affected

by early growth of nucleated grains.
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Impact of Process Conditions

AZ31 (Mg-3%Al-1%Zn)effective nucleants

T = 1 K/s
.

T = 3 K/s
.

rmin

Nucleant distribution function
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End of Tutorial “Nucleation”

Challenge “Define Nucleation Conditions”


